Project Health Check:

Monitoring your Project Health

Want to measure the current health of your current project(s), be they simple or complex? It is easy and quick with our holistic project health check process:

- Project health check audit and survey,
- Project team health check anonymous survey,
- Prioritization of findings, benchmarking, recommendations.

We place a particular emphasis in providing you with practical recommendations that are directly actionable, and we prioritize them so that you can focus your energy on the 2 or 3 actions that will really create significant value to you.

Options

We always provide options to you so that you can choose what fits best the value you are expecting. All options include restitution to management and a written report.

Our most popular options for medium size projects include:

- A – Comprehensive health check at the project management office (typically involves 2-3 days site work),
- B – same as A, plus the valuable input of an online survey to measure team health and effectiveness,
- C – Project in-depth review, involving typically at least one week site work for a consultant (includes the online survey).

We recognize that to be effective, our interventions will involve access to confidential business information and make it a point to treat all information provided to us with the utmost confidentiality and integrity.

Pricing structure

The pricing of our Project Health Checks is based on a lump sum*, depending on the option chosen. We do whatever it takes to deliver the value of the Project Health Check to you, and you have no surprises when it comes to the price.

Great value: we will provide rebates for the pre-purchase of a series of project health checks (buy 3 valid over 6 months or buy 5 valid over 1 year).

Contact us for a quote for your particular location and setting.

*depends on the option and the geographical location(s) of the intervention; for locations that are not usual to PVD, travel expenses to be reimbursed at cost separately.

Contact

Contact us to know more: Contact @ ProjectValueDelivery.com, and visit our website and register to receive regular updates on our White Papers and product offerings.